
Preface

"It goes without saying that nobody initiates anyone else, if we understand
by initiation the Mystery of the Second Birth or the Great Sacrament. This
Initiation is operative from above and has the value and the duration of

pupils; and they recognize each other by the fact that they love one another

The author of Meditations on the Tarot, Valentin Tomberg was a student of
Anthroposophy, founded by Rudolf Steiner, a former occultist turned mystic Christian.
The latter a rare occurrence since knowledge, without a foundation of love, like St. Paul
warned, puffs up the pupil until he considers himself peerless. Unless, of course, all
those many lifetimes of learning was safeguarded from the ego, like Edgar Cayce's.
After years of readings, the sleeping prophet could integrate an enormous akashic
canon into his own working philosophy, without losing his love that indeed built up.
These two Initiates, Steiner and Cayce, provide the spine that holds this esoteric history
of Mankind together. They're a gold standard, against which other occultists can clearly
be seen as both puffed up and inferior. It is the second book, Cyclicity, where the Cayce
material is absolutely indispensible as the past lives of Jesus are elaborated upon. One
will see how and why the latter was destined to become the Chosen One, genetically
engineered from the purest line of clandestine Anointed Ones. Abraham's profound
Initiation as the first messiah consummated with Jesus' own in the Great Pyramid of
Giza, yet another amazing revelation from that grandmaster of psychics, Cayce.

In the fourth book, Supraliminality, a non-initiated 19th century Biblical scholar from
England, Frances Rolleston, reveals nothing less than the Hebrew Messiah as the
pivotal figure of our Collective history. The fact that Ms. Rolleston knew nothing of the
astrological Forces does not diminish her astonishing discovery that the Zodiacal signs,
their images, could also be used to tell a mythological legend so old that it dates back to
the antediluvian sons of Adam — Seth in particular. Predating yet augmenting the first
book of the Old Testament, a woman's fall from grace begins our gradual descent into
this lower dimensional world, the carnal one. After untold generations of genetic
breeding and purification, the fallen woman finally reaches her own Omega Point,
reincarnating under Her own power, just as Her offspring, the Messiah will do. The
righteous role women have played in our drama, misconstrued as miscreant by a
misogynistic patriarchal plutocracy, is thoroughly explored in Book III, Matriarchy.

eternity. The Initiator is above, and here below one meets only the fellow

(cf. John xiii, 34-35)." ~Meditations on the Tarot, The Magician



A secondary structure weaving through our esoteric study is an integrated compilation
of prophecies that point to a grand cyclical consummation, the Great Purification, a
second mass extinction event — since the 10,900 BC Younger Dryas Event1 — that will
initiate the World into its culminating time cycle, the Messianic Era. This is summarized
in Book I, Purification and expounded in Book IV, Supraliminality, using every shred of
evidence, gleaned from every solitary piece of prophecy that points to a soteriological
solution to our existential suffering. The scientific foundations supporting sacred Maya
and Hindu calendar convergences, establishing precise temporal windows for these
eschatological prognostications — are painstakingly presented in Book II, Cyclicity,
providing rational food for thought.

"Everything a man does hinges on his personal power. Therefore, for one
who doesn't have any, the deeds of a powerful man are incredible. It takes

1 "On May 23, 2007 a multi-disciplinary team of scientists announced the finding of physical evidence

Published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 104, no. 41, this highly credible
theory behind the abrupt Younger Dryas cooling event supplements the Great Atlantis Flood Theory
(Eagle/Wind 2005), postulating an unprecedented extraterrestrial impact (evidently where the Grand
Canyon, Arizona exists today) as its precursor. See Book IV: Supraliminality, page 137, footnote 57.

Furthermore, a wealth of ancient Eastern metaphysics has been utilized to juxtaposition
with Western Christianity, creating a sort of symbiotic entity, a "corpus callosum" for the
reader's whole brain to incorporate the two primary polar World Religions, Buddhism
and Christianity, into one cohesive Truth.

God forbid any human author taking credit for this empyreal influx of revealed teachings
and commentary that came from above. Time and again, the right book appeared at just
the right moment, creating a synchronistic event which clarified a convoluted concept.
Thus this manuscript literally wrote itself, to the uncanny extent of correcting erroneous
facts. Lest he forget himself at a later date, the author wishes to confess that the Spirit

been given a proper container, a powerful book for they who have eyes to read... and
comprehend.

hit the atmosphere, air burst over the Great Lakes region of North America and probably engulfed much

~North American Comet Catastrophe 10,900 BC, Metafilter.com

strongly suggesting that, around 12,900 years ago (10,900 BC), a massive Shoemaker-Levy type comet

acumen. The sagacious prophecies speak for themselves and, hopefully, they have

power to even conceive what power is." ~Journey to Ixtlan, Juan Matus

of the continent in a fireball and subsequent firestorm with catastrophic effects for life and climate. On
September 27, the team officially published their findings as Evidence for an extraterrestrial impact
12,900 years ago that contributed to the megafaunal extinctions and the Younger Dryas cooling."
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of truth wrote this work while the amanuensis may take due credit for his editing



Book III: Matriarchy

Book II laid a theoretical foundation of hierarchy based upon the world�s most reputable and
revered sacred texts, somehow still extant. Augmenting Darwinian Nature, our sources established
a continuous chain of evolution extending Man, incrementally, up to a Godhead�a pyramid of
Lords (gods  goddesses), each according to rank and dimension, that culminates with a
Being. The buck stops with an incandescent Singularity that functions in a Self-sacrificial mode as a
source of Unlimited Light�an  rock of ages who keeps the entire chain in check
within a matrix of inexorable evolution1 �upwards, toward the Good.
 We learned how the living God evolves, with , by continually renewing
its Self through the evolutionary thrust of a lower entity�s metamorphosis�a perpetual Rose that
always smells the same whether the name be Jesus, Yahweh, Buddha, Brahma, Krishna or Allah. The
elementary hypostasis simply requires a singular Mind to keep the ongoing, ontological �dream� of
Creation in stasis. In the Torah this Overlord is the Most High God/Goddess, the etymology
of the hallowed Hebrew word revealing a polarized, superessential Entity�one Active (dynamic), the
other Passive (static). The highest secret, so profound and paradoxical that even the astute Greek
mind couldn�t wrap itself around the idea of God�s dualistic image with the Neo-Platonic
One. Extant Eastern teachings, however, still carry a few references to the Judaic revelation of a
personal, dynamic God. In the Vedic scriptures of Dravidian India, the Supreme Being was .
Within the original Theravada Buddhism of two millennia ago, He was acknowledged as the Universal
Monarch, . From the land of snows, is the archetypal personification of
Power. Persian Zoroastrianism refers to the unbegotten Creator as the Lord of Light,
 We have seen how the original YHVH Elohim of our Galaxy chose a uniquely qualified tribe of
Humans to engender His replacement�how the parthenogenic birth of the Immaculate Mother
enabled the preternatural birth of the Avatar. His only remaining task to establish a new contract
with the next God (Himself, as it turned out) and pay His dues for the corruption inculcated to the
races through sexual misconduct as Adam the protoplast, in the dawn of Time. Thus the Messiah�s
final incarnation: the great conundrum that awoke the West, bringing the occulted Eastern truth to
light as the paradox of the Trinity was finally three hundred years later2 (First Council of
Nicea)�through subtle clues left by the enlightened Saul/Paul, together with the cryptic use of
Greek terminology employed by the great Initiate, John the Revelator.
 Sadly, the epiphany of the One Omnipotent God posited at the peak of a pious pantheon of
�pagan� potentates like Zeus and Aphrodite3 is buried again through centuries of
(ironically called the Enlightenment), degenerating into a dumbed-down dogma of �the Spirit�.

1 The evolutionary impulse descends from the Godhead via the supramundane modules of our Soul-Being not yet fully incorporated:
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. [See Book IV, p. 114] �Now is the judgment of this world: now shall the Prince of this world be
cast out. And I, if I were lift up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.� (John 12.31-32)
2  It was fourteen centuries later when the Spanish Rabbis conceded the hypostatic Trinity, intrinsic to movement within the Godhead:
�The Holy One, Blessed be He has Three Heads which are yet One Head. And as the Holy One, Blessed be He is designated by the
number three, so also, all the other lights (Sephiroth) with their scintillations, are comprised in the number three.�   ~Zohar III, 288b
3 �Even though there may be so-called gods, whether in heaven or on earth�AS IN FACT THERE ARE MANY GODS AND
MANY LORDS�yet for us there is but one god, which is the father, of whom are all things, and we in him: and one lord Jesus
Christ by whom are all things, and we by him.�  (1 Corinthians 8.5-6)
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Chapter One:  Good God, Bad God



 Like the Greeks 3,000 years ago, the simple Native Americans and today�s Twelve-Steppers,
we acknowledge the ubiquity of Spirit that is ever-present everywhere, verifiable through the magic
of synchronicity. Everyday one can see wonder, the ceaseless manifestations of an
impersonal Higher Power that caters to Good as well as Evil.4 However, this Great Spirit, One Love

maybe it�s the draconic Lord�s ace-in-the-hole for a �modern age�, the insidious, devilishly simple
tactic of laying low for a few centuries.6 The cost of our technological progress is a Paradigm Lost.

4 The surprisingly thorough disintegration of the WTC on 9/11 inspired Bin Laden to declare it an act of God... indeed, it was his God.
5 The Essenes� Manual of Discipline, one of a number of valuable documents from the 1947 Dead Sea Scroll cache, declares two
distinct divisions of Mankind�the Sons of Light and Sons of Darkness�shall be governed by two opposing Spirits until the end time.

�He created man to have dominion over the world and made for him two Spirits, that he might walk by them
until the appointed time of His visitation; they are the Spirits of truth and of error. In the abode of light are the origins

of truth, and from the source of darkness are the origins of error. In the hand of the prince of lights is dominion over all
sons of righteousness; in the ways of light they walk. And in the hand of the angel of darkness is all dominion over the sons

of error; and in the ways of darkness they walk� In these two Spirits are the origins of all the sons of man, and in their
 divisions all the hosts of men have their inheritance in their generations. In the ways of the two Spirits men walk.�

6 However, the cards are stacked for the Lord of Light. When He moves into the �Father�, He becomes Ein-Sof (Without End,
Infinite), the Inscrutable Source of everything, good and evil. The Dark Lord and His Demons exist solely through the will of the
Father and function as executors or Lords of Karma. The Light Lord is Self-limited through a quid pro quo �Prime Directive� not
to interfere with Mankind�s actions: any miraculous intervention on the Christ�s part automatically justifies equal and opposite
interference from the Dark Lord�a Yang/Yin law of moral metaphysics. Yahweh's empowerment of His Son for 3 ½ years will be
counter-balanced by Ba�al�s Son for the 3 ½ year tribulation and unholy desecration of the Church. It appears the Holy and Unholy
Spirits are a single impersonal Force, until Necessity summons the Light Lord�overriding the delicate balance. In our everyday
misery, we cry wolf: Quo Vadis Dominus?, but the Christ loves us too much to interfere with our growing pains, our Self-evolution.
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We�ve also seen how each Galaxy is virtually a Universe unto itself.
Bordered by impenetrable dark matter, each galactic Mandala is a
self-contained prison with its own benevolent Warden�the latter as
much a prisoner of love as the inmates. When we finish our sentences,
this Alcatraz, this island Earth, can be transformed back into what it
was�an empyreal member of the confederation of Kingdoms. But where
does  Lord fit into the Empire of the One? Is Jeshua just another
Elohim out of countless Buddhas or is He, and by extension us, in the
upper echelon? Is there an Elohim of all Elohim, a ,
Godfather of all Godfathers that runs the whole shebang?
 These are questions that only the Man Himself can answer. And it
won�t be that long before we can ask Him, face to face. Meanwhile, we can concern ourselves with
more mundane issues�namely, women. Are they all evil and did we make them this way?
 In this third book of the Purification tetralogy, we attempt to corroborate the historicity of
the legendary Matriarchy, examine its eventual supersedence by an increasingly megalomaniacal
Patriarchy and chart the probable path of its restoration in the coming Golden Age. We will be
examining the feminine face of the living God as She exists as an integral archetype of Compassion,
and hence the crucial role womanhood is destined to play during the quickened evolution of Humanity
in the Messianic Era� short years away.

       Fig. 1    Galactic Mandala

 Yet today in the 21st century, belief in a pair of Gods, one Good and the other Evil, is
Wholly Spirit with their deeds�good and bad.5
Light and Dark Sides. Twin streams of Mankind, each with their own Lord, feed the amalgamative
doctrine is a vast oversimplification�One Love/Hate is closer to the truth: the Lucas Force with its

just scientifically ludicrous�a medieval superstition for unsophisticated Third World countries. Or



�We were born before the Wind, ahh so younger than the Son;
                Everybody both as One, as we sailed into the Mystic�� ~Van Morrison

According to the Greek father of Western mysticism, Humans were once androgynous beings,
male and female united in a single Soul. Upon descent into the world of duality, the singularity
polarizes, amoeba-like�splitting into opposites. The entropic effects of degenerative behavior
sends the couple spiraling downward until life becomes a desperate, uphill struggle to reunite with
our estranged half and re-experience, over and over again, the wonder of true love�

 �When one of them meets with his other half, the actual half of himself, whether he be a lover of youth
or a lover of another sort, the pair are lost in an amazement of love and friendship and intimacy, and will not be
out of the other's sight, as I may say, even for a moment: these are the people who pass their whole lives
together; yet they could not explain what they desire of one another. For the intense yearning which each of
them has towards the other does not appear to be the desire of lover's intercourse, but of something else which
the soul of either evidently desires and cannot tell, and of which she has only a dark and doubtful presentiment.�
            ~The Speech of Aristophanes

 The care-free love of the 60�s watered down Plato�s poignant revelation of the  to a
gross misinterpretation that seemed to justify any lover one desired. The original truth, however,
declares there is but  destiny, one person whom we have been dancing with throughout the Ages
�recognized by that intangible, Harrisonesque quality, that attracts us like no other
lover. Therefore the end of suffering, unification with the High Self, involves integration with our
other half. The Creator couple of every Universe is an Elohim7 and serving time as Galactic King and
Queen will free us from the juvenile �l of life and death. Thanks to a 13th century restoration
of the sacred oral tradition ( ) by Moses de Leon, we can access Plato�s Hebraic source: a
five-volume Torah exegesis, (Book of Splendor)�magnum opus of the rabbinical
renaissance in Spain�

�Come and see. All the souls of the world, which are the fruit of the deeds of the Holy One, blessed be
He, are all one, and originate in a single mystery. When they descend into the world they all become separated
into male and female forms, but the male and female are joined together. After this, when they descend, they
become separated, one on one side and one on the other, and the Holy One, blessed be He, unites them
subsequently. This union is accomplished by none but the Holy One, Blessed be He, since only He knows how
to unite them correctly. Happy is the man whose deeds are meritorious and who walks in the true way, so that
soul may be joined to soul as at the very beginning.� ~Zohar I, 85b

 The Creation was a wholly act of celestial intercourse, the merging of two supreme Beings.

  �Then Elohim said, �Let us make man in our image, after our likeness��
     So Elohim created man in his own image, in the image of Elohim

   he created him; male and female he created them.� (Genesis 1.26-27)

Manifestation of the Prototype in the world of polarity instantaneously produces his negative
image as well�a powerful creature from the abyss. There are no mistakes in Torah and a broken
rule of grammar or textual inconsistency should be carefully examined to find its subtle meaning.
7 Elohim (Hbw. Most High God), plural form of Eloah: a Deity�the ubiquitous Hawaiian greeting, Aloha, derived from the latter.
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Chapter Two:  Two Girls for Every Boy



�in the image of Elohim he created him��The androgynous protoplast exists in the highest
 (Emanation) World� �The monad begot a monad, and reflected upon itself its own heat.� ~Trismegistus

The singularity falls into the (Creation) World, one great Soul oscillating from side to side�

�When Adam arose his wife was fastened to his side, and the holy soul that was in him spread to this
side and to that, and nourished both sides, because it was comprised of both.�      ~Zohar III, 19a

�male and female he created them��the doubled-being is prepared for the
(Formulative) World, split into positive and negative poles, good and bad Souls�an identical genetic
clone of the , original (and fiercely ferocious) Elohim couple. [See Book II, footnote 37]

�The Terrestrial Adam had when first created, a glorious simulacrum or light body, like that of the
angels, and spirits, and answers to the Yetzirah (Formulative) World.� ~Qaballah, Isaac Meyer

 With a balance of power achieved on the fifth �day�, Elohim pronounces the Creation
upgraded from just with the crowning touch of the adamic couple to rule over the lower

animals. The rough edges are ironed out in the sixth Era (Proterozoic) and during the seventh Cycle
(Cambrian Period), as the protoplasmic world of �the culmination of Creation�gels, They
rest. But there is trouble in paradise when Adam�s wife, Lilith�refusing to be subservient to her
equal, the man�flees to the supernal realm of the Cherubim, the �tiny countenances�. Mrs. Yahweh
(Isis) walks and the Worlds cannot sustain themselves, so there�s a Creation Redux, grosser and
etheric, as the  Deity�now designated YHVH Elohim�takes the reins�

�These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created,
       in the day that the Y�hovah Elohim made the heavens and the earth.� (Genesis 2.4)

 This is the rabbinic clarification of the long-debated �double creation� conundrum in .
Skeptical scholars believed that such sloppy editing�a YHVH here, an Elohim there�betrayed a
multiple authorship. Several generations were influenced by a solitary 19th c. German hypothesis8

assigning to the venerated five-volume anthology credited to Moses.
 The showed little, if any, respect for supernatural�

Despite three centuries of �Post-Enlightenment� attempts to debunk holy Scripture, the
Five Books of Moses have recently emerged untainted�scientifically proven to contain a carefully
crafted revelation from an ( . extratemporal), Omniscient Entity. As such, it is Perfect:
a sacred document of the highest order with compounded layers of meaning�not the least being
a 3,200 year-old quasi-quantum code, time-locked to the 20th century and its supreme technological
achievement, the computer.  In the world of Biblical scholarship, the Pentateuch has regained some
of its dignity with Wellhausen�s theory now deemed obsolete...

8 Julius Wellhausen�s Documentary Hypothesis�inspiring Schweitzer�s misguided quest for the historical Jesus�influenced millions
and led to the general perception of the Bible as a man-made myth, adding fuel to the anti-Semite movement already in motion.

J � (Jehovah redactor) He/she wrote as YHVH from the southern Kingdom of Judah, ca. 950 BC

E � (Elohim redactor) lived in the northern Kingdom of Israel, ca. 850 BC, called himself Elohim

D � (Deuteronomist) wrote Deuteronomy during the religious reform of King Josiah in 622 BC

P � (Levi Priest) filled in many of the holes in the Pentateuch, redacting the entire Torah, ca. 450 BC
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�The evidence presented here points to the following conclusion: there is much more uniformity and
much less fragmentation in the book of Genesis than generally assumed. The standard division of Genesis into
J, E, and P strands should be discarded. This method of source criticism is a method of an earlier age,
predominantly of the 19th century. If new approaches to the text, such as literary criticism of the type advanced
here, deem the Documentary Hypothesis unreasonable and invalid, then source critics will have to rethink
earlier conclusions and start anew.� ~The Redaction of Genesis, Rendsburg

 The ostensible in Genesis hints of
something more amazing than simply redaction. The
original Creation�s prehistoric menagerie included the
subhuman simian species, which according to Charles
Darwin�s brilliant detective work evolved into the
cave man� �over 500,000 years ago.
Remnants of the first Creation are evident today in
the last living dinosaur, the alligator and Neanderthal
man�s evolutionary dead-end, the Himalayan Yeti.
[See Fig. 2] Conversely, are the product
of the  Creation, manifesting

a mere 26,000 years ago...

�And the YHVH God formed man of
  the dust of the ground, and breathed

  into his nostrils the breath of life;
          and man became a living soul.� (Gen. 2.7)

Thus Adam�s condition after the desertion of Lilith: no longer the fine, astral body of light,
but an etheric double�denser yet not carnal,  not earth. In this somewhat courser world there
now appears an alien flora that is definitely for the innocent Man. The lower, evolutionary
animal matrices are recreated, likewise out of the luminiferous ether. When Adam can find no equal
among them as a playmate (alas, no Golden Retrievers yet), his soul is split �the anomalous
event engaging our endless search for wholeness. This time, the YHVH Elohim creates a gorgeous
creature compared to the spontaneously generated elemental. (Hbw. life-giver) is a true
work of art, a polar  sharing the same good soul as Adam. The YHVH extricates the
latter�s estranged spouse from her Cherubic haven and brings her down to help govern the lower
world. Just one look at Eva�s supernal beauty repels the creature and she is dispatched to the deep.

�When she saw Eve, who was attached to Adam�s back, and whose beauty was like that of the realms
above, and when she saw her perfect image, she flew from there and wished, as at first, to join herself to the tiny
countenances. The keepers of the celestial gates did not allow her to approach.� ~Zohar I, 19b

Adam�s psychedelic sin of learning right from wrong, his loss of innocence, entails a karmic
Fall into an even  dimension of gross materiality�the  (Manifest) World. Adam and Eva
are given coats of skin ( carnal bodies) for �clothes� and ejected from the protective enclosure.9

  Fig. 2 �They seemed to have come over a secondary pass
at about 19,500 ft., down to 19,000 ft. where we first saw
them, and then went on down the glacier. What it is, I don't
know, but I am quite clear that it is no animal known to live
in the Himalaya, and that it is big.�   ~Eric Shipton, 1951
Everest expedition

9 Here the term �Adam and Eve� is cumulative�their descendents scattered abroad, adapting organically to the earthly environments.
 �...they became hardened or set�much in the form of the existent human body of the day, with that color as partook of their
surroundings much in the manner as the chameleon in the present� [In Atlantis arose] the red or mixture peoples�or colors; known
later as the red race.�    ~Edgar Cayce on Atlantis
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 Now turned Demoness and allied with Samael (Lucifer), Lilith is
given rule over infants with karmic comeuppances� �Then the Holy One,
blessed be He, brought her out of the depths of the sea, and she rules over all
infants��the tiny countenances� of mankind�who deserve to be punished
because of the sins of their fathers. She goes to and fro in the world� finding
infants who ought to be punished, and she smiles at them and kills them. This
happens when the moon is on the wane, as the light diminishes.� ~Zohar I, 19b

 Lilith was dreaded during the Middle Ages as the cause of sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) and protective amulets were fashioned to
hang over the baby�s crib. Yet the only mention of Adam�s first wife in
the entire Bible is a  reference in Isaiah�s apocalyptic prophecy of
a decimated Rome, reinhabited with the dregs of nature�

 �And insane men shall meet in it, and demonics shall cry out one to another
there has the screech owl10 perched and found for herself a place of rest.� (Isaiah 34.14)

Infanticide merely her hobby, the red-headed babe of Babylon�s real passion is seducing men
through her potent presence in wine yeasts and psychotropic plants. Lilith,  Mary Jane, is a tart�

�She dresses herself in finery like an abominable harlot and stands at the corners of streets and highways
in order to attract men. When a fool approaches her, she embraces him and kisses him, and mixes her wine lees
with snake poison for him. Once he has drunk, he turns aside after her. When she sees that he has turned aside
after her from the way of truth, she takes off all the finery that she had put on for the sake of this fool�
 She leaves him asleep on the bed and ascends to the realms above, accuses him, obtains authority, and
descends. The fool wakes up, thinking to sport with her as before, but she takes off her finery, and turns into a
fierce warrior, facing him in a garment of flaming fire, a vision of dread, terrifying both body and soul, full of
horrific eyes, a sharpened sword in her hand with drops of poison suspended from it. She kills the fool, and
throws him into Gehinnom.� ~Zohar I, 148ab

 Drug addiction claims the soul of the fool, enchanted and enslaved by the false After
the honeymoon, the sweet smell of sinsemilla turns fowl as Lily morphs into Kali the Destroyer,
leaving behind her a shell of the former man�now dependent upon her for sustenance. In Her

 guise, the  seduce men on the astral planes, inflaming them with lust and collecting their
night seed. �And she goes and roams the world at night, and makes sport with men and causes them to emit
seed. And wherever men are found sleeping alone in a house, they [these spirits] descend upon them and get
hold of them and adhere to them and take desire from them and bear from them.� ~Zohar I,19b

 Thus we find ourselves at the end of a long line of ancestors begot from the gross, carnal
generations of Adam, Ba�al and Eva�polarized through endless struggle into contrary camps of
and . As degenerative offspring, every man has two soulmates11 to deal with: one true-love,
complementary half (à la Plato) and one nasty female who will dedicate her life to ruining yours. The

 warns that if a man�s life is not upright, he�ll lose his heaven-sent partner to another�

Fig. 3 Lil relief, 2000 BC

10 liyliyth. lee-leeth; a night spectre�screech owl ~Strong�s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible
11 A third polarity type is the twin soul. Growth is usually on parallel paths�but when one falls, the other is always there to pick
him/her up again.  �Soul mates,� John continued, �were actually created for one another at the beginning of time, or what you call at
the moment of the Big Bang. They vibrate at exactly the same electromagnetic frequency because they are identical counterparts of
one another. Twin souls are more common to find because they have experienced many lifetimes together in one form or another. But
soul mates were actually created at the beginning of time as pairs who belonged together.�    ~Out on a Limb, Shirley MacLaine
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 �But if a man corrupts his way of life, his prescribed partner is given to another until he corrects his
deeds. When he has reformed his way of life, or when the proper time has arrived, one man has to make way for
the other, and the latter comes and claims his due.�

 Not only does one lose his upright soulmate from incorrect living, but she can be replaced by
the elemental counterpart from the .12

�Even though the Holy One, blessed be He, prepares good things to give to a man, nevertheless, if
he turns his paths away from the Holy One, blessed be He, and toward �the other side� (sitra ahra), everything
that comes upon him, all the evil and disruption, comes from that �other side� (sitra ahra) to which he has
committed himself by his evil deeds.� ~Zohar I, 229a

 Regrettably, most men these days, at the close of the karmic Kali Yuga, earn the evil woman.
Intrigued by an inexplicable sexual compatibility, they mistake the girl/mistress polar  for
the woman/wife polar �and marry the wrong one! Others succumb to a
with their Glenn Close soulmate, go through a heart-wrenching divorce and generally rue the day
they were born. They have found their better half only to lose her later on. It�s a delicate balancing
act to rise above 12,000 years of aberrant conditioning.

�Might as well face it, you�re addicted to love.� ~Robert Palmer

 Our lustful nature is our own worst enemy, and  act of sexual intercourse reinforces the
nasty habit. In this Post-Hefnerian, sexually liberated era, the idea that fornication can be sinful is
practically a joke. As long as you�re doing it with a consenting adult of the opposite sex, you�re way
ahead of the pedophiles, rapists and homosexuals, not to mention freakier fans of necrophilia or
kinky bestiality. Still, this is only relatively speaking because eventually we have to wean ourselves
from the teat before we can evolve into our light bodies. [See Book IV, The Kingdom of Heavens]
 The catch-22 is we  copulate to stay healthy and reproduce. Without sexual intercourse
or manually �cleaning the pipes�, the male body falls prey to a host of diseases like prostate cancer.
And only the allows a soul to reincarnate and evolve. So we have to give the Devil His
due, while consciously reducing our �drug� habit to a minimum.13 Cold Turkey celibacy only reinforces
the craving later on, when the freeze-dried �seeds of desire� thaw.

12 Our original, polar opposite is one helluva piece of work, as the promiscuous Solomon knew only too well.
     �And I find more bitter than death the woman, whose heart is snares and nets, and her hands as bands:
         whoso pleaseth God shall escape from her; but the sinner shall be taken by her.� (Ecclesiastes 7.26)
13 In one of the most candid confessions of existential angst ever put to paper, Paul concedes the futility of living a wholly spiritual
life while incarcerated in a cursed body�

�We know that the law is spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under sin. What I will to do, that I do not practice;
  but what I hate, that I do. The good that I will to do, I do not do; but the evil I will not to do, that I practice.

I delight in the law of God according to the inward man. But I see another law in my members,
warring against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin

which is in my members. O wretched man that I am! So then, with the mind
I myself serve the law of God, but with the flesh the law of sin.�

(Romans 7.14-25)
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 Our perilous climb up the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
entails education, especially knowledge of the metaphysical principles
behind �making love�.14  Learning how we have unconsciously subjugated
women and visa-versa is the first step to breaking the insidious chains
of addiction that have bound us together since day one...

�To the woman he said, I will greatly multiply your pain and your
conception; in pain you shall bring forth children and you shall be

dependent on your husband (�iysh), and he shall rule over you.�
(Genesis 3.1)

The original OT word for  was , (Hbw. eesh; a man
as an individual or a male person ~Strong�s). By the time of King Solomon,
with the patriarchal Hebrew empire at its material apex, the previous
partnership of man and woman had completely degenerated into one of
slavery. The new designation for husband became , (Hbw. bah��al;
a master; hence, a husband, or owner ~Strong�s)�

�A virtuous wife is a crown to her husband (ba� al).�
(Proverbs 12.4)

Indeed, this was also the proper name for the infamous Dark Lord, indicative of the
power-tripping that men became accustomed to after millennia of abuse. The addictive properties
of sexual intercourse had enslaved both sexes to the critical degree where a compromise from
the YHVH became the only feasible answer: humans could have their cake and eat it too provided
they limited their lustful appetites to a single partner for life. The institution of Holy Matrimony
was sanctified to keep Man from sinking even  into the carnal, material world. Only choose
carefully because�barring infidelity�we can never change dance partners as long as we live.15

14 Adam knew Eve. Sexual intercourse opens the quasi-quantum eleventh sefira, a bottomless abyss of knowledge. The outlawed
Tantric practices of Dravidian India were devised to prolong the orgasmic ecstasy, and access this no-man�s land. The Kabbalah�s
most dire warnings concern the tricky Uranian dimension known as Daath (Hbw. Knowledge). The rabbis describe a very dangerous
door that, once opened, is hard to close again. With good reason, the ancient seers even denied its existence! They warned one another
to beware of direct knowledge�use wisdom to understand, become wise through understanding. �The fear of the YHVH is the
beginning of da�ath: but fools despise wisdom and instruction.� ~Proverbs 1.7

15 Knowing their own promiscuous nature and the licentiousness of women, the Apostles are aghast to learn how strict that rule is�
�I say unto you, Whosoever shall put away his wife, except it be for fornication, and shall marry another,

      committeth adultery: and whoso marrieth her which is put away doth commit adultery.�
His disciples said unto him: �If the case of the man be so with his wife, it is not good to marry.� But he said unto them:

�All men cannot receive this saying, save they to whom it [the Power] is given. [Celibacy is undertaken by
the Chosen, the twice-born] For there are some eunuchs, which were so born from their mother's womb:
and there are some eunuchs, which were made eunuchs of men: and there be eunuchs, which have made

themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He that is able to receive it, let him receive it.�
(Matthew 19.9-12)

Fig. 4 Live Long and Prosper?

Examine with them
and probe with them

Make [each] thing stand on its essence
  and make the Creator sit on His base.�

~Sefer Yetzirah 11.4

  �Ten Sefirot of Nothingness
Ten and not nine

Ten and not eleven
 Understand with Wisdom

 Be wise with Understanding
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The original sin of Adam and Eva was not fornication. It was the uncontrollable, superheated
sex generated from the alien psychotropics they ingested.16 Lust came into the world through the
first woman the first man, infecting the entire line of descent.17 Instead of a natural
function like eating and defecating, reproduction became an ecstatic, orgasmic rush after Eva�s
tantric initiation (rape) by a from the Sirian system. [See Book IV, footnote 52] Simple sex
became the single most addictive, insatiable force ever unleashed�an opportunity to experience
instant  here on Earth, damning any desire to return to our original, individuated Divinity.
 In the �60s, an eager UCLA student shook the academic world with the first-ever revelation
to white cultures of carefully guarded, age-old secrets from a  Indian civilization�the Toltec.
The controversial, highly praised books18, culled from copious field notes, faithfully recorded the
naïve anthropologist�s shamanic initiation from a full-fledged sorcerer, don Juan Matus. The fact
that Carlos Castaneda�s later writings crossed the lines of decency, morality and Humanity itself
doesn�t negate the legitimacy of the wisdom teachings. Since the Egyptian exodus and Babylonian
captivity, men of God have been  to acquire hidden ( occult) teachings from both Demonic
as well as Angelic sources. A cornucopia of psychotropic plants indigenous to old world Mexico
enabled the shrewd Toltec  to unlock the secret of enslaving females, wherein a man becomes
their owner or Florinda Donner and Taisha Abelar, female Castaneda cohorts, disclosed the
sorcerer�s perception of sex�

�Although the primary function of sexual intercourse is procreation, it also has a secondary and covert
function, which is to ensure a continual flow of energy from women to men.

Why do you say it as if it were a one-way street? Isn�t the sexual act an even exchange of energy
between male and female?

 No. Men leave specific energy lines inside the body of women. They are like luminous tapeworms that
move inside the womb, sipping up energy.

That sounds positively sinister.

 They are put there for an even more sinister reason, which is to ensure that a steady supply of energy
reaches the man who deposited them. Those lines of energy, established through sexual intercourse, collect and
steal energy from the female body to benefit the male who left them there. I can see the wormlike filaments in
women�s bodies for myself. You, for example, have a number of them still active. Nature�s imperative is to
perpetuate our species. In order to ensure that this continues to take place, women have to carry an excessive
burden at their basic energy level. And that means a flow of energy that taxes women.
 Women are the foundation for perpetuating the human species. The bulk of the energy comes from
them, not only to gestate, give birth and nourish their offspring, but also for ensuring that the male plays his part
in this whole process. It�s bad enough that one man leaves energy lines inside a woman�s body, although that is
necessary for having offspring and ensuring their survival. But to have the energy lines of ten or twenty men
inside her feeding off her luminosity is more than anyone can bear.

16 See Book I, footnote 4. �Toloache (Datura inoxia) is still sold in Mexican markets as an aphrodisiac and medicine.�  ~Grinspoon
17 �When the serpent mounted eve, he injected filth into her.� ~Talmud Shab. 146a   Eva transferred the fiery infestation to Adam�
 �The entire human race that was to pass through woman into offspring was contained in the first man when that married
couple received the divine sentence condemning them to punishment, and humanity produced what humanity became, not what it was
when created, but when, having sinned, it was punished.�    ~City of God, Augustine
18 The first ground-breaking books were enthusiastically received.  �We are incredibly fortunate to have Carlos Castaneda�s books.
Taken together they form a work which is among the best that the science of anthropology has produced. The story they tell is so
good, and the descriptions so vivid, that I was utterly fascinated as I read.� ~New York Times    �Makes hypnotic reading. Castaneda
is a brilliant, self-mocking and�one assumes, despite the weirdness of the narrative�truthful storyteller.�   ~Time Magazine
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Can a woman get rid of those lines?

 A woman carries those luminous worms for seven years, after which time they disappear or fade out.
But the wretched part is that when the seven years are about to be up, the whole army of worms, from the very
first a woman had to the very last one, all become agitated at once so that the woman is driven to have sexual
intercourse again. Then all the worms spring to life stronger than ever to feed off the woman�s luminous energy
for another seven years. It really is a never-ending cycle.

What if the woman is celibate? Do the worms just die out?

 Yes, if she can resist having sex for seven years. But it�s nearly impossible for a woman to remain
celibate like that in our day and age, unless she becomes a nun, or has money to support herself. And even then
she still would need a totally different rationale.

Why is that?

 Because not only is it a biological imperative that women have sexual intercourse, but it is also a social
mandate. You, like every woman, have been tricked and forced into submission. And the sad part is that you�re
trapped in this pattern, even if you don�t intend to procreate. I can only tell you that to wake up, you must break
a vicious circle.� ~The Sorcerer�s Crossing, Taisha Abelar

 In just the past few decades, women have, consciously or unconsciously, been breaking their
dependencies on men. The cold war has heated up recently with fiercely independent women from all
walks of life taking control of their lives. It is fairly routine these days to get married, have a child,
get divorced and collect alimony for 18 years. Women aren�t getting mad anymore, they�re getting
even�using men as they have been used and abused for millennia. One should be careful what he
wishes for because these ladies are now more advanced than man. After centuries of selfless
childbearing, rearing and releasing, her emotional body has evolved exponentially. It�s a well-known
fact girls mature faster than boys; perhaps less understood is the fact that the entire genus of
womanhood is now superior to the male species. The pendulum is swinging back to the prehistoric
Matriarchy where the female was venerated, respected and feared�before the very archetype of
the Goddess was obliterated from the face of the Earth!

�She wears an Egyptian ring, it sparkles before she speaks.� ~Dylan

In her lavishly illustrated lifework, , Marija Gimbutas brought
irrefutable archaeological evidence to bear on her thesis of old-world European society�how it
enjoyed a delicate balance of forces until a revolution destroyed every vestige of female veneration.

�The Indo-European social structure is patriarchal, patrilineal and the psyche is warrior. Every God is
also a warrior. The three main Indo-European Gods are the God of the Shining Sky, the God of the Underworld
and the Thunder God. The female goddesses are just brides, wives or maidens without any power, without any
creativity. They're just there, they're beauties, they're Venuses, like the dawn or sun maiden.
 So the system from what existed in the matristic culture before the Indo-Europeans in Europe is totally
different. I call it matristic, not matriarchal, because matriarchal always arouses ideas of dominance and is
compared with the patriarchy. But it was a balanced society, it was not that women were really so powerful that
they usurped everything that was masculine.�
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Before the rise of the Egyptian Empire�the patriarchal civilization that initiated the
�magic ruled the Universe, permeated by the feminine in all her multitudinous manifestations�

�Her power was in water and stone, in tomb and cave, in animals and birds, snakes and fish, hills, trees
and flowers. Hence the holistic and mythopoeic perception of the sacredness and mystery of all there is on
Earth. This culture took keen delight in the natural wonders of this world. Its people did not produce lethal
weapons or build forts in inaccessible places, as their successors did, even when they were acquainted with
metallurgy. Instead, they built magnificent tomb-shrines and temples, comfortable houses in moderately-sized
villages, and created superb pottery and sculptures. This was a long-lasting period of remarkable creativity and
stability, an age free of strife. Their culture was a culture of art.�

Dr. Gimbutas� establishment of a Neolithic European matriarchy dominant
during the Bronze Epoch19 corresponds to the as the humble Age of Virgo gave
way to the domineering Age of Leo. The portentous Fall of the Angels circa 10,948 BC provided
closure to the as the dawned�the third 6,480-year cosmic season of
Summer, distinguished by the precession of the equinoxes.20 Naturally, the Virgo Period witnessed a
flowering of the virtues inherent in pious womanhood. Leo�s Era would carry forth that delicate
female presence, adding the will, strength and courage of the lion to the purity of the virgin. And
the leonine predilection for creativity would leave a fabulous legacy of art for Ages to come. Not
the least being the mysterious Sphinx herself, a Virgo-Leo cusp monument marking a misshapen
milestone in prehistory when Mankind took a quantum leap forward in evolution. [See Book IV, Fig. 13]

The gradual descent into -story was initially a rectification of Yang/Yin polarities. The
autumn equinox/Milky Way conjunction circa 4468 BC witnessed the genesis of the first-known
organized society, Egypt. This highly advanced civilization, which seemed to spring from nowhere21,
revered above all others the Queen Mother, Isis�
19 �Marija Gimbutas has not only prepared a fundamental glossary of pictorial keys to the mythology of the otherwise undocumented
era of European prehistory, but has established the main themes of a religion in veneration of both the universe as a living body of
Goddess-Mother Creatrix and all the living things within it as partaking in her divinity.�    ~Joseph Campbell
20 The glacial Ice Age of the Tetra Yuga defrosts as frigid Virgo warms up to a gay period of gracious living. See Book II, Fig. 2
21 The peerless psychic Edgar Cayce gave over 2,500 �life readings�, many of them delving into the subject�s past life in Atlantis.
Pooled together, these readings render a remarkable description of self-destruction. Like today, it was out-of-control technology that
opened the floodgates and sank the continent. Heads-up refugees poured into the uncivilized Yucatan, Pyrenees and Egyptian lands.
 �The use of these devices by the Sons of Belial brought, then, the first of the upheavals; or the turning of the rays from the
Sun�as used by the Sons of the Law of One�into the crystal for the activities of same�produced what we would call a volcanic
upheaval; and the separating of the land into several islands�five in number. Poseidia... then became one of these islands.�
 The massive crystals�just like our nuclear reactors�were initially a great boon to society...
 �In Poseidia the entity dwelt among those that had charge of the storage of the motivative forces from the great crystals that
so condensed the lights, the forms of the activities, as to guide the ships in the sea and in the air and in conveniences of the body as
television and recording voice.�
 The ambitious Sons of Darkness discovered they could use the crystals� rays as weapons of mass destruction...
 �In Atlantean land during those periods when there were those determining as to whether there would be the application
of the laws of the children of One or of Sons of Belial in turning into destructive channels those influences of infinite power as were
being gained from the elements as well as from what is termed spiritual or supernatural powers in the present. Entity wavered between
choices and when the destruction came about by the use of those rays as were applied for beneficial forces, entity misapplied ability.�
 Prior to upheaval, Cayce, a past-life priest in primitive Egypt, sailed for Poseidia to salvage the records of an upright people...
 �In Atlantean land before the final destruction�when the priest came from Egypt to Poseidia to gain understanding of the
Law of One (or God) that there might be records carried back to Egypt� Entity had charge of records brought to Egypt [and] was one
who PERSONALLY cared for the records that were brought by the leaders of that people for preservation in that portion of man's
experience in the Earth.... Entity aided the priest in the preparation of the manner of building the temple of records that lies just
beyond that enigma that still is the mystery of mysteries to those who seek to know what were the manners of thought of the ancient
sons who made man, beast�as part of the consciousness.�
 The devastation of the first, and perhaps greatest civilization, Atlantis, forced the evacuation of her leading scientists�the
children of Seth�to unsophisticated lands� where their ancestors became mythologized as Gods.   [see Book IV, footnote 44]
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�Isis was the greatest goddess in Egypt and was worshipped for over 3,000 years, from pre-dynastic
times�before 3,000 BC�until the second century AD, when her cult and many of her images passed directly
on to the figure of Mary.� ~The Myth of the Goddess, Baring and Cashford

 The mythological tale of the first king of Egypt�s resuscitation by Isis demonstrates the
initial stabilization, the harmony between Matriarchy and Patriarchy that still existed within the
earliest extant civilization. Although Osiris [aka Oannes�see Book IV, footnote 52] is credited with teaching
Egypt the arts of cultivation, including planting wheat for bread, barley for beer and harvesting
grapes for wine, he owed his life to his sorceress wife, Isis�

�According to the form of the myth reported by the Greek author Plutarch, Osiris was slain or drowned
by Seth, who tore the corpse into 14 pieces and flung them over Egypt. Eventually, Isis and her sister Nephthys
found and buried all the pieces, except the phallus, thereby giving new life to Osiris, who thenceforth remained
in the underworld as ruler and judge. Isis revived Osiris by magical means and conceived her son Horus by him.
Horus later successfully fought against Seth and became the new king of Egypt.� ~Encyclopedia Britannica

That the Feminine still held sway is evident from one of Plutarch�s �Five Explanations� for the
above story�this, the �Fourth�, mythologizes a male monarch to mimic the moon�s metamorphosis�

�In § XLII. Plutarch connects the death-day of Osiris, the seventeenth of Hathor, with the seventeenth
day of the Moon's revolution, when she begins to wane. The age of Osiris, twenty-eight years, suggests the
comparison with the twenty-eight days of the Moon's revolution. The tree-trunk which is made into the shape of
a crescent at the funeral of Osiris refers to the crescent moon when she wanes. The fourteen pieces into which
Osiris was broken  refer to the fourteen days in which the moon wanes.� ~Legends of the Gods, E. A. Wallis Budge

 Upon his resuscitation, Osiris became Lord
of the Underworld�mummification and belief in
eternal life a direct result of the king whose body
was wrapped in linen and reanimated through words
of power.
 His infernal realm was the treacherous

unnavigable without a thorough understanding
of the �Handbook for the Deceased.�22 Once clear
of the , the righteous traveler reached the

, the circumpolar stars.23

22 �The object of all the Books of the Other World was to provide the dead with a �Guide� or �Handbook,� which contained a
description of the regions through which their souls would have to pass on their way to the kingdom...
 All the principal books relating to the Tuat were profusely illustrated. In the copies of them which were painted on the walls
of royal tombs, each division of the Tuat was clearly drawn and described, and each gate, with all its guardians, was carefully
depicted. Both the living and the dead could learn from them, not only the names, but also the forms, of every god, spirit, soul, shade,
demon, and monster which they were likely to meet on their way, and the copious texts which were given side by side with the pictures
enabled the traveler through the Tuat�always, of course, provided that he had learned them�to participate in the benefits which were
decreed by the Sun-god for the beings of each section of it.�     ~The Egyptian Heaven and Hell, E. A. Wallis Budge  [1905]
23 �The Pyramid Texts frequently allude to the king's association in his afterlife with the stars and, in particular, with the circumpolar
stars and with Orion and Sothis (Sirius)... Once every 24 hours the three stars in Orion's belt passed at culmination over the shaft.
[See Fig. 5] We learn from the Pyramid Texts that Orion and Sirius occupied almost as important positions in the king's plans for his
after-life as the circumpolar stars� The Great Pyramid was unique in making provision for the king to associate himself with both the
circumpolar stars and the constellation of Orion and Sirius.�      ~The Pyramids of Egypt, I.E.S. Edwards

Fig. 5 Air shafts of the Great Pyramid, ca. 2500 BC
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    �Thy sacred image, Orion in heaven, rises and sets every day,
          I am Sothis (Sirius) following after him, and I will not forsake him.� ~Ptolemaic Text

 The Belt of Orion (Osiris) points directly to the most crucial star in the Egyptian sky, Sirius
(Isis), heralding the New Year with her sorrowful inundation of the Nile�

         �The Egyptians say that Isis bewails Osiris when the river begins to rise;
      when it inundates the fields they say that it is the tears of Isis.� ~Pausanias X, 32

 Upon the virgin birth of her son, the Queen�s maternal instincts are proven exemplary�her
devotion to the boy, unconditional. Born from the severed phallus of Osiris, the babe is ensconced in
the swamplands until fatally stung by a scorpion. After a day�s foraging, Isis returns to the marshes.

�All day, while I was caring for his needs, I was longing for my little boy. When I returned, expecting to
embrace him, I found my beautiful golden Horus, my innocent, fatherless child, lying on and the ground with
water streaming from his eyes and saliva dropping from his lips. His body was limp, his heart was weak, the
pulses of his body did not beat. I cried out saying, �Here I am, her I am!� but the child was too weak to reply.�

~Pyramid Texts

She cries out to the Sun-god, , whereupon Thoth descends, giving the breath of life
back to the boy. Defeating his mortal enemy Seth, promotes Horus to king of Egypt with mom
deified as Mother of the living God.24 The Egyptian hieroglyph representing Isis was an elevated
throne, the female recognized as the .
Gradually, over the centuries, the wife of Osiris replaced all the minor goddesses in the pantheon as
an existential archetype was acknowledged for the first time in known history�a supreme Female
Being,  the . Her fame continued unabated up to the second century AD, where
she takes mercy upon the bewitched Lucius...

�Behold Lucius I am come, thy weeping and prayers has moved me to succor thee. I am she that is the
natural mother of all things, mistress and governess of all the elements, the initial progeny of worlds, chief of
powers divine, Queen of heaven, the principal of the Gods celestial, the light of the goddesses: at my will the
planets of the air, the wholesome winds of the Seas, and the silences of hell be disposed. My name, my divinity
is adored throughout all the world in divers manners, in variable customs and in many names� Principally the
Ethiopians which dwell in the Orient, and the Egyptians which are excellent in all kind of ancient doctrine, and
by their proper ceremonies accustomed to worship me, do call me Queen Isis.� ~The Golden Ass, Apuleius

 Like the , the is also an ephemeral echelon�the One continually
renewing Itself with the deification of the next polar incumbents. The new Queen, full of grace,
took her rightful place as spokesperson for the Lord.  In contradistinction to Isis25, Mary commands

24 See Book IV, Mazzaroth. This virgin-mother of God story skewed off the original myth set in the stars by the third son of Adam.
25 Isis set Herself apart from the YHVH, granting favors to her retinue. One day, Jeremiah warned the idolaters that jealous Yahweh
would not put up with it anymore. The defiant women, however, accustomed to the benefits of Goddess worship, refuse to listen�
��As for the word that you have spoken to us in the name of the YHVH, we will not listen to you! But we will certainly do
whatever has gone out of our own mouth, to burn incense to the queen of heaven and pour out drink offerings to her, as we
have done, we and our fathers, our kings and our princes, in the cities of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem. For then we
had plenty of food, were well-off,  and saw no trouble. But since we stopped burning incense to the queen of heaven and pouring
out drink offerings to her, we have lacked everything and have been consumed by the sword and by famine.� Furthermore,
the hen-pecked men never dared stand up to their wives� idolatrous rituals� The women also said, �And when we burned incense
to the queen of heaven and poured out drink offerings to her, did we make cakes for her, to worship her, and pour out drink
offerings to her without our husbands' permission?� � (Jeremiah 44.15-19)
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Power  the Throne, with humility and absolute deference to the Creative Force. Womanhood
however, like the old Queen, took a different tack when astounding latent abilities accelerated their
evolution�for good and bad.

�You say love is a temple, Love a higher law,
Love is a temple, Love the higher law.

   You ask me to enter, but then you make me crawl�� ~U2

Women�s intuition and empathetic nature are attributed to quasi, reversed hardware wiring�
a preponderance of the right-brain, artistic hemisphere over the rational, logical left-brain. In
order to compete in a male society, women have been forced to ignore their own natural mechanism
and imitate the insipid, �Spock-like� mentality of men. Yet even the most successful will always be
second-class citizens, at best. �What good is it that they have access to what men have when they are
still considered inferior beings who have to adopt male attitudes and behaviors in order to succeed? The truly
successful ones are the perfect converts. They, too, look down on women.� ~Donner

The close connection that women have with Spirit is considered a liability since it supersedes
the dog-eat-dog survival instincts of the male animal. Inspiration or information that is not the
practical, putting-meat-on-the-table type is simply of little value. Still, these other methods of
knowledge involving abstract thinking were difficult to access and since time immemorial, (male)
philosophers from Plato to Jung were obsessed with the process of transcendence�while women
effortlessly communed with the Source as their God-given predilection�

�Originally women saw no need to exploit their facility to link themselves broadly and directly to the
spirit. They saw no necessity to talk about or intellectualize this natural capacity of theirs, for it was enough for
them to put it in action and to know that they had it.
 Men�s incapacity to link themselves directly to the spirit was what drove them to talk about the process
of reaching knowledge, and it is precisely this insistence on knowing how they strive toward the spirit, this
insistence on analyzing the process, that gave them the certainty that being rational is a typically male skill. The
conceptualization of reason has been exclusively by men, and this has allowed men to belittle women�s gifts
and accomplishments. Even worse, it has allowed men to exclude feminine traits from the formulation of the
ideals of reason.� ~Donner

Hence, since the 17th century Enlightenment, Humanity has been indoctrinated with a hallowed
reverence for the logical mind�a religion of Man far more penetrating and influential than any canon
of sacred Scripture thus far revealed, Science26� a body of knowledge built one step at a time from
strictly empirical observation coupled with uncompromising analysis, dogged resistance to
conjectural.  It is the repeatability of the experiment that proves its validity, despite the fact that
sacrosanct phenomena of a higher (meta) physical order at the whim of the
secular scientist.

26 �Metaphysics, the first and most glorious of the sciences, has fallen into bad repute and evil times. Even flame-belching Baal was
never served by a priesthood more fanatic than now grovels before the altars of mechanistic realism.�     ~Manly P. Hall
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 This hierarchical sequencing of thought seeds is peculiar to man, the only possible tool for his
linear mind. Women�s inverted logic allows them to bypass the analytical process and arrive directly
at the solution, without thinking it through.27

 �Men build knowledge step by step. Men reach up; they climb toward knowledge. Sorcerers say that
men cone toward the spirit; they cone up toward knowledge. This coning process limits men on how far they
can reach. Women are able to open themselves directly to the source, or rather, the source reaches them directly,
in the broad base of the cone. Sorcerers say that women�s connection to knowledge is expansive. On the other
hand, men�s connection is quite restricted. Men are close to the concrete and aim at the abstract. Women are
close to the abstract yet try to indulge themselves with the concrete.� ~Donner

The capacity for women to access the source or directly was a fearsome circumstance
for domineering men since the astonishing result of any accumulation of knowledge is occult power�
gifts of the Spirit so overwhelming many failed the test. Succumbing to temptation, women abused
their  for a little payback by engulfing 15th century Europe in a morphic field of fear. Mal
intent supplanted the maternal instinct to heal, forcing the patristic Church to  with
the misogynous witch-hunts. Impotent hierarchs were at a loss to deal effectively with this heresy,
the empowerment (and ) of women, so in 1486 a complete handbook on the �black
arts� was assembled�following the maxim �to ferret out, effectively torture and
summarily burn any woman suspected of wielding more power than a man� Malleus Maleficarum, the
notorious Witch-Hammer! Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger, both dictatorial Dominicans,
infused their medieval work with such unmitigated misogyny as to shame all save the utmost bigoted.

 �If we inquire, we find that nearly all the kingdoms of the world have been overthrown by women. Troy,
which was a prosperous kingdom, was, for the rape of one woman, Helen, destroyed, and many thousands of
Greeks slain. The kingdom of the Jews suffered much misfortune and destruction through the accursed Jezebel,
and her daughter Athaliah, queen of Judah, who caused her son's sons to be killed, that on their death she might
reign herself; yet each of them was slain. The kingdom of the Romans endured much evil through Cleopatra,
Queen of Egypt, that worst of women. And so with others. Therefore it is no wonder if the world now suffers
through the malice of women� Let us consider also her gait, posture, and habit, in which is vanity of vanities.
There is no man in the world who studies so hard to please the good God as even an ordinary woman studies by
her vanities to please men...
 To conclude. All witchcraft comes from carnal lust, which is in women insatiable. See Proverbs xxx:
There are three things that are never satisfied, yea, a fourth thing which says not, It is enough; that is, the mouth
of the womb. Wherefore for the sake of fulfilling their lusts they consort even with devils. More such reasons
could be brought forward, but to the understanding it is sufficiently clear that it is no matter for wonder that
there are more women than men found infected with the heresy of witchcraft. And in consequence of this, it is
better called the heresy of witches than of wizards, since the name is taken from the more powerful party. And
blessed be the Highest Who has so far preserved the male sex from so great a crime: for since He was willing to
be born and to suffer for us, therefore He has granted to men the privilege.�

          Naturally, the gist of the diatribe centered around the family jewels� sometimes gone astray!

�And what, then, is to be thought of those witches who in this way sometimes collect male organs in
great numbers, as many as twenty or thirty members together, and put them in a bird's nest, or shut them up in a
box, where they move themselves like living members, and eat oats and corn, as has been seen by many and is a
matter of common report?

27 �The crux of our difficulty in going back to the abstract is our refusal to accept that we could know without words or even
without thoughts.�     ~The Power of Silence, Carlos Castaneda
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 It is to be said that it is all done by devil's work and illusion, for the senses of those who see them are
deluded in the way we have said. For a certain man tells that, when he had lost his member, he approached a
known witch to ask her to restore it to him. She told the afflicted man to climb a certain tree, and that he might
take which he liked out of the nest in which there were several members. And when he tried to take a big one,
the witch said: You must not take that one; adding, because it belongs to a parish priest.�

God forbid a man should ever lose his erection, it was definitely due to devil-driven witches.28

�For the devil, being a spirit� can suppress the vigor of that member which is necessary for
procreation; just as he can deprive any organ of the power of local motion. He can prevent the flow of the
semen to the members in which is the motive power, by as it were closing the seminal duct so that it does not
descend to the genital vessels, or does not ascend again from them, or cannot come forth, or is spent vainly.�

 erectile dysfunction constituted interference by (lilits) or  devils:

The sadistic German priests devoted several chapters to �judicial proceedings�, torture�

�The method of beginning an examination by torture is as follows:
 First, the jailers prepare the implements of torture, then they strip the prisoner (if it be a woman, she
has already been stripped by other women, upright and of good report). This stripping is lest some means of
witchcraft may have been sewed into the clothing�such as often, taught by the Devil, they prepare from the
bodies of unbaptized infants, [murdered] that they may forfeit salvation. And when the implements of torture
have been prepared, the judge, both in person and through other good men zealous in the faith, tries to persuade
the prisoner to confess the truth freely; but, if he will not confess, he bids attendants make the prisoner fast to
the strappado or some other implement of torture.

...the jailers must carry out the sentence, and torture the prisoner according to the accepted methods,
with more or less of severity as the delinquent's crime may demand. And, while he is being tortured, he must
be questioned on the articles of accusation, and this frequently and persistently, beginning with the lighter
charges�for he will more readily confess the lighter than the heavier.
 ...if the prisoner will not confess the truth satisfactorily, other sorts of tortures must be placed before
him, with the statement that, unless he will confess the truth, he must endure these also.�

Thus women were taught to fear their natural abilities lest they become a threat to their
�lords and masters�. Beginning with Eva, a few bad apples spoiled the whole barrel of precious
feminine gifts�including Divine prescience. From the virgin oracles at Delphi to the gypsy caravans
of Europe, the female�s enhanced sixth sense had always been a sought after commodity. However,
thanks to overzealous, impotent patriarchs, the very quintessence of the holy woman, seer-priestess
was eradicated�the good witch an oxymoron since female with power was bad news.

If he does not find his wife repellent, and yet cannot know her,
but can know other women

If he finds her repellent and cannot copulate with her

If he does not find her repellent and wishes to have connexion with her,
but has no power in his member

If he has power in his member, yet cannot emit his semen

28 �Their dicks get limp when confronted by a woman of obvious power and what do they do about it? Call them witches, burn them,
torture them until every woman�s afraid. Afraid of herself, afraid of men�and all for what? Fear of losing their hard-on!�
            ~The Witches of Eastwick, Jack Nicholson
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If she wished to serve the Lord, she had to change her evil
ways by forsaking her Higher Self, renounce possessions and live
inconspicuously in the hallowed shadow of man. Only a male priest had
the authority to perform Mass magic, transform bread and wine into
Holy Eucharist. Re ciates could not even assist with the sacrifice.
In addition to round-the-clock prayer, she could cook, wash the holy
vestments and set up the altar, but following St. Paul�s aggressive
admonition, she had to keep her big mouth shut.29

Before moving on to the High Priestess Herself, the successor
to Isis, we should walk two moons in the woman�s moccasins�use
abstract thinking to penetrate the metaphorical aspect of the
Feminine mystique. By examining the changing face of wisdom in
other cultures, we may prepare for its escalating awareness within
this decadent decade pregnant with possibilities. We may even be
ready to receive Her saving grace...

�It�s alright, it�s alright,
           She moves in mysterious ways�� ~U2

 Master K�ung Fu Tzu�s (Confucius�) renowned commentary on the world�s oldest sacred text,
the , describes a fundamental paradox at the very root of nature�s polarities. Both sexes are
equal�Yang cannot exist without Yin�yet the latter must submit to the authority of the former.

 Fig. 6 Jeanne d�Arc, May 30, 1431

29 �Let your women keep silent in the churches, for they are not permitted to speak;
           but they are to be submissive, as the law also says. And if they want to learn something,
         let them ask their own husbands at home; for it is shameful for women to speak in church.� (1 Corinthians 14.34-35)

 Fig. 7 K�un /
 The Receptive

�This hexagram is made up of broken lines only. The broken lines represent the
dark, yielding, receptive primal power of yin. The attribute of the hexagram is devotion; its
image is the earth. It is the perfect complement of THE CREATIVE�the complement, not the
opposite, for the Receptive does not combat the Creative but completes it. It represents nature
in contrast to spirit, earth in contrast to heaven, space as against time, the female-maternal
as against the male-paternal. However, as applied to human affairs, the principle of this
complementary relationship is found not only in the relation between man and woman, but also
in that between prince and minister and between father and son. Indeed, even in the individual
this duality appears in the coexistence of the spiritual world and the world of the senses.
 Strictly speaking there is no real dualism here, because there is a clearly defined hierarchic
relationship between the two principles. In itself of course the Receptive is just as important as the
Creative, but the attribute of devotion defines the place occupied by this primal power in relation to the
Creative. For the Receptive must be activated and led by the Creative; then it is productive of good. Only when
it abandons this position and tries to stand as an equal side by side with the Creative, does it become evil.
The result then is opposition to and struggle against the Creative, which is productive of evil to both.�
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Likewise though, Yang must acknowledge the reverberation he receives from Yin. Even an artist like
Paul McCartney, whose musical genius brings comfort and joy to billions of souls around the planet,
would soon find his wellspring of inspiration bone dry without us to appreciate his talents. He�d
continue to write songs�the Creative create in order to evolve�but it would amount to little
more than personal therapy. The Creative needs a devoted stream of feedback from the Receptive,
the two spiraling higher and higher through a cosmic, symbiotic dance of give and take�
 The twin Lights are Nature�s primary polarization�a massive thermonuclear reactor, the Sun
and Earth�s dead satellite, the Moon. Both bodies are

 identical in mass, verified during a total
solar eclipse where the Moon completely, and perfectly,
obscures the Sun. Their psychosynergetic forces of
complementary positive and negative egoic components
are explicated within a mythopoeic �pseudo-science�.
 The lost science of Astrology, recovered and revitalized in the 20th century, incorporates a
non-rational higher system of knowledge that can only be acquired through  experience,
which is then verified communally and disseminated through a body of professional practitioners.
After ages of such accumulated information�peaking with Ptolemy and the refined Greek intellect�
its psychoanalytic sophistication is unparalleled. Modern astrologers agree that in the next fifty
years, the psychiatrist practicing without a Star Chart will be as obsolete as the 18th century
astronomer without his telescope. The Sun, Moon and planets are responsible for the psychoactive
efflux streaming down to our multidimensional psyche. Without the Sun  its psychological
counterpart, the Ego�our sense of self that is vital to Life�we�d die. Within our patriarchal
society, astrology�s acceptance is limited to a common knowledge of Sun signs. Everybody knows his
or her Star sign and the qualities associated with it, yet few know their Moon sign and the fact that

.30 The lower soul, sustains the physical  vehicle, the body.
 The Moon has always been intimately connected to women through the latter�s menstruation
cycle. Scientific research control groups have shown that most women have their  periods at
the New and Full Moons. Before jealous Mother Church bumped off the competition (the pantheistic
chain), the Moon goddess Diana was known to affect fertility, crops and other natural phenomenon
such as ocean tides. Since 1792, faithful farmers that don�t give a hoot about Astrology have been
using the horticultural gold standard, to plant, prune and harvest in strict
accordance with the Moon�s waxing and waning cycles. Nevertheless, the Moon

Fig. 8 Total Solar Eclipse
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�He said: Who then are the true philosophers?
             Those, I said, who are lovers of the vision of truth.� ~The Republic, Plato

�her humble glory is to reflect the splendor of the Sun, the planetary illuminator known to
the Egyptians as the �eye of Ra�.
 Prior to their fall from grace during the medieval ages, womanhood was exalted, personified

identified the bonafide philosopher by his unrelenting search for the elusive Truth, buried beneath
the illusory Manifest�

30 Or more so because it is subconscious, representing our (over) emotional self and undue attachment to the past. We successfully
ignore the embarrassing �inner brat� until it lashes out in an uncontrollable manner, e.g. O.J. Simpson. Similar to the extinct race from
Forbidden Planet�whose technological achievements turned against them when their own �monsters from the id� took over�
society�s repression of the feminine (emotional) is now close to critical mass.

as the embodiment of wisdom itself: . Socrates, the Greek �  (lover of wisdom),



Slumbering for Ages, the sleeping beauty revealed Herself to the Hellenic-Greco mind in all
her naked glory as fine art, music, theogony, astrology and geometry. Claudius Ptolemy formulated
standards of astronomy that stood the test of time for centuries; likewise Pythagoras, principles of
sacred geometry and mathematics that formed the cornerstone of Western culture. Yet the Greek
fathers inherited their passion for  (Grk. Presence, Spirit of Truth) from the
philosophers who sang praises to an allegorical goddess of Wisdom (Hbw. )...

�Doth not wisdom cry? She crieth at the gates, at the entry of the city,
at the coming in at the doors. Unto you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of man.

O ye simple, understand wisdom�. and, ye fools, be ye of an understanding heart.�
(Proverbs 8.1-5)

  �Counsel is mine, and sound wisdom: I am understanding; I have strength.
 By me kings reign, and princes decree justice. By me princes rule, and nobles, even all the
   judges of the earth. I love them that love me; and those that seek me early shall find me.

Riches and honor are with me; yea, durable riches and righteousness.�
(Proverbs 8.14-18)

The Psalmist�s son, the wealthiest potentate in the history of Judaism, cherished as
his most precious possession. Like the Christ [�Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal.� ~Matt. 6.20], the
sagacious Solomon entreats us to seek the treasure worth dying for�

�Receive my instruction, and not silver; and knowledge rather
than choice gold. For wisdom is better than rubies; and all the things

that may be desired are not to be compared to it.� (Proverbs 8.10-11)

 The perks of pleasing a thousand-fold harem inspired the wisest of kings to breathe life into
the abstract, resurrecting a vital component to the psyche submerged for centuries�the Goddess.

 �The YHVH possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old. I was set up from
everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth was. When there were no depths, I was brought forth;
when there were no fountains abounding with water. Before the mountains were settled, before the hills
was I brought forth: While as yet he had not made the earth, nor the fields, nor the highest part of the
dust of the world. When he prepared the heavens, I was there: when he set a compass upon the face of the
depth: When he established the clouds above: when he strengthened the fountains of the deep: When he
gave to the sea his decree, that the waters should not pass his commandment: when he appointed the
foundations of the earth: Then I was by him, as one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing always before him; Rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth; and my delights were with the
sons of men.� (Proverbs 8.22-31)

In the Middle Ages, the Spanish Kabbalists elevated Solomon�s concept of the metaphorical
goddess to its highest level, casting her as the shy  (Hbw. Indwelling), Glory of the YHVH.
The old Rabbis harkened back to the first manifestations of the YHVH when Moses built the sacred
tabernacle with painstaking precision to allow the Holy Presence to dwell in the material world.

�And when the cloud was taken up from over the tabernacle, the children of Israel went onward
in all their journeys: But if the cloud were not taken up, then they journeyed not till the day that it was
taken up. For the cloud of the YHVH was upon the tabernacle by day, and fire was on it by night, in the
sight of all the house of Israel, throughout all their journeys.� (Exodus 40.34-38)
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The masters viewed any visible emergence of Power�in particular the ark�s anomalous aura�
as feminine, since this  (Hbw. enumeration) was identified as (Hbw. Kingdom), the
tenth, culminating Reality that  the influx from all the Upper Worlds. [See Fig. 9]

�The last sefirah, Malkhut or Kingdom, the abode of the Shekhinah,
does not represent any new attribute, but symbolizes the harmony of all the
others, and the kingdom of that harmony, over the entire universe. Its
name is also Shekhinah, the Divine Presence or Glory of the Deity, which
sometimes visibly manifests itself in the universe. Here is the idea of an
Ideal Perfect Kingdom, which is in perfect prototype in the highest world
and which is to come on earth in the future, in perfection; and in which, the
Messiah or Christ, is to govern over all the just or pious�� ~Isaac Meyer

 �Shekhinah is the divine presence, existing and active in the world
and among the people of  Israel� In relation to the upper world it is the last
link in the chain of emanation, acting as a receptacle for the supernal
flow of influence, and representing the extreme limit of the divine being. In
relation to the lower world, however, it is the very beginning and highest
point, assuming the role of mother and ruler of the world...� ~Isaiah Tishby

[See Fig. 10] The
Spanish reconstructionists,
plumbing the depths of King

Solomon�s ode to Wisdom, extrapolated subtle references to
an idiosyncratic kind of feminine know-how, Intelligence

they labeled Understanding.

 �Counsel is mine, and sound wisdom: I am understanding;
   I have strength. By me kings reign, and princes decree justice.�

(Proverbs 8.14)

�It�s the number Three, and its name is Understanding. It personifies
the passive, yet always receptive and directing God the Mother, the preserving
and reproducing giver of life and form. The third path is called the Sanctifying
Intelligence, and it is the foundation of Primordial Wisdom, termed the Creation
of Faith. It is the mother of Faith, which indeed emanates therefrom.�    ~Williams-Heller

 Here we see that Wisdom ( ) is actually the  component�
#1 Son, become  through the fruit of feminine Understanding,

Faith.

Fig. 9 Anthropic Tree of Life

31 �Malkhut is also called the Queen, the Matroneethah and the Matron. It represents the World of Matter. Its symbolic sphere is that
of the moon, its symbolic color, blue, its ancient metal, silver. It was also called the Church or Congregation of Israel, the Daughter,
the Bride of the Spouse, the Shekhinah, i.e., the Glory or Real Presence of the Deity, the Sabbath or Rest day, the Harmony.
 It is considered by the Kabbalah, as the executive energy or power of the sefirah Binah [Her physical, outershell is Neptune],
the Holy Spirit or Upper Mother. Its color is also, blue. Blue is a symbolic color of the Virgin in the Roman Church, who is usually
covered with a blue robe, as a red or yellowish-red robe is usually portrayed around Christ.�     ~Qabbalah, Isaac Meyer

  Fig. 10 Binah   Malkhut
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Malkhut, Shekhinah�s shell, reflects
and manifests the ,
�sefirah Binah, the Holy Spirit or
Upper Mother.�31



 Together with  the Crown,  and  (Wisdom and Understanding) constitute
the upper Triad of Celestial Intelligences. The Original worlds of duality, Yang and Yin, receive from
and return to, the Crown in a CCLC-like system32 that spills over, �watering� the lower worlds. As the

 �cup runneth over�, its exuberant efflux of Love is absorbed and modulated, stepped-down
again and again until it reaches our 7th world, the lower [See ]

A vital, symbiotic relationship links the two Skekhinahs: Heaven and Earth resonate� [Fig. 10]

 �There is the Shekhinah below, and the Shekhinah above. The Shekhinah is above in the twelve regions
of the holy chariots, and among the twelve supernal hayyot creatures; the Shekhinah is below among the twelve
holy tribes. Thus the Shekhinah above and below is comprised together, and everything is united at one and the
same time. Therefore when Israel is in exile she is in disorder below; and she is also in disorder above because
she is in disorder below. And this is the significance of her being in exile with Israel; she shares their exile.�

The shy Shekhinah (yet so extremely volatile that the flippant Philistines had to return her
to the Israelites) served as a veritable �Oracle at Delphi�, inspiring great revelations while the first
Temple stood. �When Israel dwelt in their land, and were engaged in the worship of God, the Shekhinah acted
chastely among them, and did not leave the house and show herself outside. Consequently, all the prophets who
lived at that time received their prophecy only in her place.�

After the death of King Josiah, the Shekhinah is forced into permanent exile as�Babylonian
bound�the remaining remnant of Solomon�s empire, Judah, is sacked� �When Israel sinned and defiled
the land, they immediately forced the Shekhinah, as it were, to leave her place, and she drew near to another
place, and then the other peoples began to rule, and permission to rule was granted them.� ~Zohar I

The legendary �the desecrated female�was the very impetus behind
all the medieval, mythological gallantry of old: the quest for the damsel in distress, the search for
the Holy Grail (the Chalice, a primary symbol of the Receptive). The Hero�s Journey will be complete
once we bring Mystery (the Feminine) back into the World.
 Contrary to popular belief, the Old World patriarchal rabbis were anything but chauvinistic.
They saw how the inherent righteousness of a good woman automatically attracts the Shekhinah,
whenever the former is united with her husband. Even when separated, the faithful spouse will be
protected by the Presence�

�You might object as say that when a man is on a journey, and male and female are not together, the
Shekhinah is parted from him. But come and see. When a man is about to set out on a journey he should pray to
the Holy One, blessed be He, so his Master�s Shekhinah should come down to him before he leaves, while male
and female are still together.
 Once he has said his prayer and his words of praise, and the Shekhinah has come down to him, he
should leave, for then the Shekhinah will be united with him so that male and female may exist together��

 For the duration of his trip, the honorable man�s wife is with him in spirit. However, should
he succumb to temptation, Lady Luck will flee because his soul has bonded with a strange woman.

 �Do you not know that whoever is united to a prostitute becomes one body with her?
For it is said, �The two shall be one flesh.��     (1 Corinthians 6.16)

32 �A Cascading Closed Loop Cycle (CCLC) system is described for recovering power in the form of mechanical or electrical energy
from any thermal energy source whose temperature is sufficiently high to vaporize a pressurized light hydrocarbon medium. The
liquid medium is then pressurized with a pump and returned to the indirect heat exchangers to repeat the vaporization, expansion,
liquefaction and pressurization cycle in a closed, hermetic process.�   ~U.S. Patent 6857268
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�Come and see. While a man is on a journey he must pay heed to his deeds, to prevent the celestial
union (Shekhinah) from deserting him, for then he will be blemished without male and female being together. In
town, when his wife is with him, he must do this. How much more important is it here, when the celestial union
is bound to him. Furthermore, the celestial union protects him during the journey, and does not leave him until
he returns to his home. When he returns to his home he should give his wife great joy [By having intercourse
with her  ~Tishby], because it was his wife who enabled him to have celestial union.� ~Zohar I, 49b - 50a

The husband reengages his wholesomeness as the High Self (upper Shekhinah) resonates with
the lower soul halves (lower Shekhinah), momentarily linked together�Divine  through
orgasmic engagement of luminous filaments bonding the polar, astral bodies. The sacred �mother and
son reunion� should be reserved, as discussed above, for  times of recharge33 and/or
procreation�not just for entertainment or the age-old intention of female subjugation.

�Oh it's rush hour now
                         On the wheel and the plow,
                 And the sun is going down
                  Upon the sacred cow.� ~Dylan

 Two of India�s greatest saints, Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) and Sri Ramakrishna (1836-1886)
exemplified the yogic path of  (Skt. Devotion) with their absolute trust in, and obeisance to,
the Divine Mother. Aurobindo believed our only hope in transforming our battered brigs back to
their original, astral (light) condition is to cooperate with the evolutionary impulse�the law of Love.

�The supramental change is a thing decreed and inevitable in the evolution of the earth-consciousness,
for  its upward ascent is not ended and mind is not its last summit. But that the change may arise, take form, and
endure, there is needed the call from below with a will to recognize and not deny the light when it comes. There
is needed the sanction of the Supreme from above. The power that mediates between the sanction and the call is
the presence and power of the Divine Mother.�

To realize a higher order of Being, to �we must trust  Nature
and her definitive decree of supramental metamorphosis through the Divine impetus of compassion�

 �If we would affirm our independence of Nature, she reveals to us the supreme and omnipresent power
of the Ishwara and ourselves as beings of his being, but that power is herself and we are that in her supernature.
If we would realize a higher formation or status of being, then it is still through her, through the Divine Shakti,
the Consciousness-Force of the Spirit that it has to be done; our surrender must be to the Divine Being through
the Divine Mother: for it is towards or into the supreme Nature that our ascension has to take place and it can
only be done by the supramental Shakti taking up our mentality and transforming it into her supramentality.�

~ The Life Divine

33 At the moment of orgasm, partners of opposite sex (in homosexual coupling, the life-force is dissipated and healing negated)
exchange one another�s chi. Consummate, energetic healing is accomplished as Yang receives Yin, and visa-versa. Contrary to what
the Castaneda witches believe, sexual intercourse is a two-way street�the psychic connection just as empowering for women, who
can use the same luminous lines to enslave men� if they wish.
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Chapter Seven:  Sophia, the Beauty of God



 Sri Ramakrishna understood the merciful Mother as the indispensable mediatrix between us
and Omniscience. �One can attain everything through bhaktiyoga. I wept before the Mother and prayed,
�O Mother, please tell me, please reveal to me, what the yogis have realized...� and the Mother has revealed
everything to me. She reveals everything if the devotee cries to her with a yearning heart.�

Yet the sun is indeed going down upon the sacred cow, the symbol of the bountiful mother.34

A unique animal held with utmost esteem and reverence in the most spiritual country in the world is
prodded against its will into a killing stall, butchered and proudly displayed in Safeways across the
carnivorous USA. Ever since Canaan and the good �ol days of Ba�al worship�gorging on bloody cow
carcasses until overwhelmed by a deep, comatose slumber�our bloodthirsty craving has increased
exponentially. �Good� parents with the best intentions [�The road to hell is paved with good intentions.�  ~Johnson]
indoctrinate their kids with the All-American, time ritual of BBQ cheeseburgers and steaks.
Before they know what�s gotten into them, toddlers with parents in tow are demanding their Happy
Meals. This gracious creature with four stomachs that gives milk to children, we cannibalize (
of Ba�al, cannibal)�the utter degradation of women nowhere more graphically demonstrated than in
the daily slaughter of blessed earth mothers!
 Across the pond, a similarly sensitive culture was accidentally (synchronously) dubbed
by a confused Spanish explorer. The aboriginal Americans, though fiercely macho, have their own
version of a Mother Goddess, the White Buffalo Woman. Lakota medicine man Lame Deer relates
the single most significant event in the history of the People�the bringing of the sacred Pipe...

�The Sioux are a warrior tribe, and one of their proverbs says, �Woman
shall not walk before man.� Yet White Buffalo Woman is the dominant figure of
their most important legend. The medicine man Crow Dog explains, �This holy
woman brought the sacred buffalo calf pipe to the Sioux. There could be no Indians
without it. Before she came, people didn�t know how to live. They knew nothing.
The Buffalo Woman put her sacred mind into their minds.� The White Buffalo
Woman showed the people the right way to pray, the right words and the right
gestures. She taught them how to sing the pipe-filling song and how to lift the pipe
up to the sky, toward Grandfather, and down toward Grandmother Earth, to Unci,
and then to the four directions of the universe.
      The White Buffalo Woman then spoke to the women, telling them that it

was the work of their hands and the fruit of their bodies which kept the people alive. �You are from the mother
earth,� she told them. �What you are doing is as great as what warriors do.� And therefore the sacred pipe is
also something that binds men and women together in a circle of love. It is the one holy object in the making of
which both men and women have a hand. The men carve the bowl and make the stem; the women decorate it
with bands of colored porcupine quills. When a man takes a wife, they both hold the pipe at the same time and
red cloth is wound around their hands, thus tying them together for life.
 She told the Lakota that they were the purest among the tribes, and for that reason Tunkashila had
bestowed upon them the holy chanunpa. They had been chosen to take care of it for all the Indian people on this
turtle continent. She spoke one last time to Standing Hollow Horn, the chief, saying, �Remember: this pipe is
very sacred. Respect it and it will take you to the end of the road. The four ages of creation are in me; I am the
four ages. I will come to see you in every generation cycle. I shall come back to you.��

34 The Yang/Yin archetypal animals: �The Creative acts in the horse, the Receptive in the cow...�     ~I Ching, Book II: Shuo Kua
Prior to Isis, the cow-goddess Hathor was worshipped for centuries as the Milky Way itself. She embodied her name, the Mansion of
Horus�  �...the closed space through which Horus travels as sun-god� [Hathor] plays the role of protective, regenerative container...
represented from ancient periods onwards as a female countenance seen face-on, she symbolizes the face-to-face encounter between
the sun and the element in which he appears at the moment of creation.�   ~Meeks

Fig. 11 White Buffalo Woman
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Sergei Bulgakov, instinctively drawn to the Sophiology of his esteemed Russian predecessor
Vladimir Solovyov, worshipped the Trinitarian Godhead in Her feminine expression. An illuminating
encounter with the Hagia Sophia Cathedral in Constantinople deeply touched his sensibilities�
soaring with epiphanic bliss, Bulgakov knew God could only be comprehended through an open heart,
pierced by the indescribable glory of . The philosopher-priest Bulgakov had witnessed the
Divine�s primary avenue of manifestation� .

�This is indeed Sophia, the real unity of the world in
the Logos, the co-inherence of all with all, the world of
divine ideas� Truly, the temple of St. Sophia is the artistic,
tangible proof and manifestation of St. Sophia�of the
Sophianic nature of the world and the cosmic nature of
Sophia. It is neither heaven nor earth, but the vault of
heaven above the earth. We perceive here neither God nor
man, but divinity, the divine veil thrown over the world.�

Bulgakov strived to revitalize the motherland
by introducing a feminine constituency to the Holy
Trinity. He taught how Spirit could only be perceived
in this world by a living quality or principle�a -
hypostatic truth that can never be nailed down, yet is
at the very heart of God, and indeed is the cause of
movement within the Divine Triumvirate�

�But what is it that permeates the life of the Godhead? In other words, what is God? God is Love�
not love in the sense of a quality or a property peculiar to God, but as the very substance and vigor of his life.
The tri-hypostatic union of the Godhead is a mutual love, in which each of the hypostases, by a timeless act of
self-giving in love, reveals itself in both the others.�

The Russian Orthodox Church censored Bulgakov from teaching his heretical hypothesis that
appeared to interject a hypostasis into the already crowded Christian creed of the Triune
God. The furthest thing from his brilliant mind...

�The Holy Trinity is consubstantial and indivisible. The three persons of the Holy Trinity have one life
in common, that is, one Ousia (substantia or natura�substance or nature), one Sophia... neither God nor man,
but divinity, the divine One and the same Sophia is possessed in a different way by the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, and this threefold �otherness� is reflected in our definition of Sophia:
 The Father represents the transcendental principle within the Holy Trinity, he who does not reveal
himself but is revealed insofar as he is immanent in the other hypostases which reveal him� He is the source of
beauty, which must exist before beauty can come to be. His is love, although this love is withheld within
himself and as yet unmanifested. He is the Father, the source of being and of love, that love which cannot but
diffuse itself.
 The Son is the Word of the Father, the image and radiance of his glory, his revelation in the Word.
 The Logos is the proper hypostasis of the Word in all the plenitude of the ancient meaning of that term:
namely, the Word-thought, Logos-logic, intelligence contemplating itself, both the thinker and the thought,
intelligence hypothesized�
 Sophia is the love of the divine hypostasis of the Logos for his own self-revelation, for his own divinity.
�Logic� in God does not stand for a cold, compulsory, inevitable link which binds things together (such a
conception has its origin in the fallen world), but rather for a reasonable love, a special aspect, that is, of love.�

   Fig. 12 The Hagia Sophia Cathedral, Istanbul
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The ineffable Truth is most evidently expressed through the visual apparel of the Holy
Spirit�beauty, the shy Shekhinah that is witnessed all too fleetingly in today�s crass, pop world�

�If in the Old Testament the Holy Spirit is named as �the Spirit of Wisdom�, we find that in the New
Testament he is described as the �Spirit of Truth� (not, that is, as Wisdom or Truth as such, but precisely as
Spirit)� As such the Holy Spirit represents the principle of the quickening spiritual reality within the Holy
Trinity, the reality and life of the Word of Truth. But the reality of Truth is Beauty, the �good� of Genesis
1.10, 12; the Word becomes adorned by beauty, because the Holy Spirit abides in him� Truth in its own full
transparency is beauty, which is the self-revelation of the Deity, the garment of God, as it were.� 35

 Thus, subtle Sophia must not be confused with of the dynamic Godhead.

Sophia is not a Hypostasis, but only a quality belonging to a Hypostasis, an attribute of hypostatic being.
The Father, Deus absconditus (the Hidden God), possesses her as his revelation in the dyad of hypostases which
reveals him. The Son possesses her as his own revelation, which is fulfilled, and accomplished through the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Trinity possesses her as her triune subject, as it exists in three different hypostases.�

�Well I dreamed I saw the knights in armor
        coming, saying something about a Queen�� ~Neil  Young

Continuing our tutelage, the Russian alchemist transmutes the abstract Feminine, Sophia, into
the concrete realm of form�revealing how male and female, , personify the image of
Elohim. The theologian elegantly threads his transcendental idea of beauty through to the physical,
phenomenal embodiment �Mariah.36

�Husband and wife, though they differ as two different exemplifications of human nature, manifest in
their unity the fullness of humanity and of the image of God enshrined in it. Divine-humanity is to be found
�on earth as it is in heaven��in a double, not only a single, form: not only that of the God-human, Christ, but
that of his Mother too. Jesus-Mary�there is the fullness of Divine-humanity.
 The image of the Mother of God with her child is an expression of this Incarnation of Divine-humanity.
To separate Christ from his mother (still more to forget her, as historical Protestantism has done) is in effect an
attempted violation of the mystery of the Incarnation in its innermost shrine.�

Little did Jerusalem realize the double blessing that was bestowed upon them during the
Mother�s brief incarnation. Not only did the Avatar walk the Earth, but the exiled Shekhinah once
again dwelt amongst Her children�a patriarchal people, unable to accept Her compassion and grace...

�It vanished from the world with the event of the death, resurrection and assumption of our Lady;
her glorified likeness is unknown to the world, which cannot yet receive its revelation of the Holy Ghost. It
concerns only the age to come and belongs to the last things.�

35 �The body should be understood as a revelation of the spirit, of its likeness and of its life. Being informed by intelligence, it
provides the outward expression for human individuality�it is, so to speak, an icon of the spirit which dwells in it.�    ~Bulgakov
36 Like Isis before her, Mary, since the kenosis of Christ, supersedes all Goddess figures from Kuan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy to the
Divine Mother of Ramakrishna; from White Buffalo Woman of the Native Americans to Marilyn Monroe. She now reigns as the
supreme Female Being in whom the entire pantheon of goddesses lives and breathes.
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Mariah (Hbw. �a vision; a mirror, looking glass), an
immaculate mirror reflecting the glory of the Lord, fully embodies
the Spirit of Truth�Beauty. Her position as Queen of Heaven is
relative to the King��dependent arising� (Skt. ),
the good soulmate of Jeshua37 is deified to the very degree of Her
significant Other�Absolutely. As the and
of the Christ are matched respectively by Mary�s perfect ,
supreme  and exalted beauty or each
Divine half completes and complements the other.38

�She has been given power, as Queen of Heaven, by virtue of that
power over heaven and earth which was granted to her son.
 Evidently the two are not identical, for the power of Christ is that
which belongs to the divine person of the God-human; while to his Mother
power is given corresponding to her complete deification and participation in
the glory of her son.�

Our Lady�s proximity to the dynamic Lord raises Her to the in the hierarchy of
Celestial Intelligences. Her timely, critical interventions have enlightened at least one body of pious
patriarchs�the Orthodox Church of Russia, finally recognizing the Mother as �more honorable than
the cherubim, more glorious incomparably than the seraphim; the heavenly Queen whom all the
elements, heaven and earth, air and sea obey.� Father Bulgakov concludes�

           �Angels themselves are to be judged [1 Cor. 6.3], apparently upon the execution of their service. Therefore
until the glorification of humankind and the full manifestation of its Divine-humanity, even the angels do not
enjoy the fullness of their glory, for they have yet part of their course to run. Meanwhile, the holy Mother of
God has already attained the fullness of her glory; she is in heaven, set above the angels, who indeed worship
her, as sharing with her Son the humanity of the God-human. Nevertheless, in virtue of their holiness the holy
angels, with the archangel of the Annunciation at their head, appear to form the immediate entourage of the holy
Mother of God� The angels serve the holy Mother of God, recognizing in her the full expression of created
Wisdom. For them, too, she is their �Lady� and the heavenly �Queen�.�

Now let�s take Bulgakov�s heresy to the next level by deducing a co-existent,  Godhead.

Louis de Montfort, an enthusiastic devotee of Mary, founded the Sisters of Wisdom,
dedicated to �hospital work and instruction of poor girls�, and the Company of Mary, a regiment of
missionaries. Moved by his muse, the 17th century saint composed and sang hymns to his holy Lady�

�They both seem to merge; how beautiful their union! Mary wholly in Jesus, her most faithful lover,
  Or, better, she no longer lives, for Jesus alone lives in her. Let us go within these two hearts,

to warm our coldness and share their ardor, their virtues and their graces.
Let us go, they love sinners, we all find a place there.�

Fig. 13 Madonna Litta ca.1490-91
        The Hermitage, St. Petersburg

37 �Neither Mary nor Jesus had a human father. They were one soul as far as the earth is concerned.�   (Cayce Reading 5749-7)
38 �A virtuous wife is a crown to her husband.� The good wife glorifies the righteous man, crowning him with her love.  (ty, Sade)

Sophia �      The Unknowable, Transcendental, All-encompassing Mother of Wisdom: Faith
Mariah �       The Anthropomorphic Daughter, the Female Countenance or Logos: Beauty
Shekhinah �    The Holy Spirit of quickening Evolution, Truth and Compassion: Grace
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Presently, the Anomalous Woman is beyond our comprehension, existing in the
fullness of Grace, the light body that we are guaranteed in the very last days of the Messianic Era�
at the Eternal Judgment. [See Book IV, The Kingdom of Heavens] In every visitation to this evil world,
She has always remained above the ground�either suspended in a cloud or hovering over a tree.39

By the Purification will be accomplished and our earth once again become a sacred
, or Kingdom�the ground holy, allowing the  to permanently dwell in and upon her.

 The number of lunar months comprising a solar year is thirteen, inferring a feminine nature
to the unlucky digit. The nefarious number, though, has always been to be a favorite one for the
first Lady�from the Fatima apparitions, all on the 13th of each consecutive month, to St. John�s
apocalyptic crown of twelve stars and the oval of twelve pentagrams on the back of the Miraculous
Medal. [See Fig. 14] The twelve ecliptic Thrones, with their Queen, total thirteen. Chances are, we can
expect Her majestic presence, with full Angelic entourage, remains the
Hidden God40, available only to the Elect�s inner circle. The most powerful piece on the chessboard,
Mary, protects our King�She�s got His back, inspiring the masses as spokesperson for the Almighty.
The antediluvian Matriarchy of the first Golden Age completes a full circle as , rather
than money, once again makes the world go �round�the natural feminine repose restored on Gaia,
the good Earth.
 By the 19th century, the patristic pendulum had reached its turning point. The Queen Herself
intervened by taking the first steps to reestablish the balance of power. Twenty-eight years prior
to the miraculous healing waters of Lourdes, Lady Mary, in Her beloved France41, materializes
before the visionary Zoe Laboure in an apparition of authority. Dwarfing the world, a towering,
luminous Goddess lowers Her arms to shower Grace upon the Human race. The Mother commands
St. Catherine to have a medal struck of the daunting double-sided hologram with its unusual logo
embossed on the reverse�the Cross of Christ securely anchored in, and through, Mariah. Two

 The power of love is irreproachable, thus it appears that the good Queen�unlike the two
Lords�is not bound to the Prime Directive and in 20th century Portugal, She boldly goes where no

God would dare. Since Necessity is the mother of miracles, on
the heels of WWI the Lady of the Rosary commands the

sun to dance�zigzag in the azure sky to the open-jawed
amazement of 70,000 peasants gathered there. The
apocalypse of women had begun, with full blessings from
the powers that Be. The mouthpiece for the Omnipotent

�Jesus wishes to make me known and loved.
He wishes to establish devotion to my Immaculate Heart

       in the world. I promise salvation to those who embrace it.�
~Fatima, Portugal, June 13, 1917

centuries earlier, Montfort knew the secret of .   

relays His desire for the Lady�s revelation...   

Fig. 14 Our Lady of Grace, 1830
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 The Vatican�s anticlimactic release of the dreaded third secret of Fatima [see Book I, footnote 41]
on June 26, 2000 went as planned�unnoticed. Repressed for over eight decades, its final disclosure
would have prompted worldwide API/UPI coverage twenty years ago�but the apathy and skepticism
of these dark end times obscure even the most crucial revelations. Similar to the devastating

, the prophecy doesn�t paint a pretty picture [see Fig. 15] and the �no worries� philosophy of the
materialistic 21st century leaves little room for abject reality. However, the more society ignores
the obvious, the more brutally shocking it will be when the truth comes around to bite us in our
Collective Ass.

 The latest apparitions of the Mother, hailing from the small
village of Medjugorje (on the map since Milosevic�s Serbian attempted
coup of Yugoslavia), bequeathed another disturbing prophecy that,
unlike Fatima,  be changed with prayer and fasting. Mariah tells
one of the visionaries, Mirjana

�Before the visible sign is given to humanity, there will be three
warnings to the world. After the first warning, the others will follow within a
rather brief period of time... After the visible sign, those who are still alive will
have little time for conversion.� ~Mirjana to Father Vlasic, 11/5/83

In , we study the full consequences of the inimitable
visible sign, appearing in the Mayan year

2012 . The first warning on September 11, 2001 shook
capitalistic system to its roots. come.

In summation, we find the sexes are ultimately individualistic.42

Yet critical, intermediate interaction between the polarities provides
the necessary nourishment that eventually enables us to stand alone�
together.43 We both evolve along parallel paths with Jesus and Mary
providing the Omega points. While all good men live in the Father

Jeshua Group-soul (the Body of Christ), all upright women live in the Mother Mariah Mandala, the
suffering, self-sacrificial archetype of Woman.44

 Like the Native Americans, Negroes and more recently the Tibetan Buddhists, women need to
take responsibility for their actions ( ) and move on from the victim trip/trap they�ve fallen
into. Using their innate gifts of compassion, females can rise above the evil, prejudicial, feminist
male-bashing that has spread, fungus-like, alongside the (overdue) Women�s Liberation of the 20th
century. Ages of ego sublimation has elevated Womanhood to a much higher pedestal than Man�s.
Formerly magnificent�riding the crest of the highest cosmic waves�she now plummets to the very
depths with the disgraceful aberration of the suit-and-tie female executive.

Fig. 15 The 3rd secret graphically
represented above. Note the twin
towers framing the setting sun.

42 The soulmate essentially belonging to its Self.  �But know, the soul is rather the soul-mate of the universal consciousness than of an
individual entity.�   (Cayce Reading 2988-2)
43        �Give your hearts, but not into each other�s keeping.
 For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts.

And stand together yet not too near together:
        For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
 And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other�s shadow.�       ~The Prophet, Kahlil Gibran
44 �All women are parts of the Blessed Mother and should be looked upon as mothers.�    ~Ramakrishna
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 It�s time she unlearns the artificial mode of cool, left-brain emphasis and returns to her
naturally powerful predilection for right-brain analysis�thinking/feeling from the heart. Behind
every great man is an even greater woman, the self-deprecating humility paradoxically ennobling her.
By swallowing her pride and taking the first step  to man�s moronic level, she can ascend with
her man�all the way  to the Heavenly Kingdom on Earth.
 In these final years preceding the re-enchantment of the world, male and female must
cultivate an enlightened understanding of each other. Working together to prepare ourselves for
the incredible rewards of the Messianic Age, we struggle to keep the vision of freedom alive with
faith, patience and perseverance. Once upon a time, with a little luck and nothing left to lose, we
might find each other again. A true, everlasting love born from aborted lifetimes of trial-and-error
will blossom as man and woman look upon each other with a new found sense of der and respect.

December 19, 1996
CLEARWATER, Florida (Reuter) -- Hundreds of people converged on Clearwater Wednesday to see what they believe
is a vision of the Virgin Mary on an office building.

"God is giving us a sign," said Sister Martin, a nun of the Order of Saint Anne in Bangalore, India.

The image, two floors high, first emerged last Thursday on the tinted windows of a finance company office. It glows and
shimmers, turning from green to blue, to red, and there is a distinct outline of a head, a hooded robe and most of a torso.
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